Improvements to load
models and impact on
system damping studies
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Background
❖In 2019-2020 load modeling groups both NERC and WECC have started
deliberating on two different models
▪ The phasor model for 1-phase HVAC
▪ A dynamic model for variable speed/frequency drives (VDS/VFD)

❖Our focus so far has been on post fault responses looking at voltage
recovery
❖Oscillation analysis has been one aspect that has been missed in many
discussions
❖ The interim load model was created by WECC to actually address oscillations
We will look at effect of loads on power system oscillations and how these
new models are an improvement in that regard
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Background
❖ In 2020, we started exploring how the system would respond if variable speed drives
(VFD/VSDs) replaced DOL 3-phase motors in the future.
❖ Goal: Make some initial observations using the EPRI VFD model in PSLF and compare it
with the motor and static electronic model response

Test System
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EPRI VFD
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VFD parameter diversity

How does the system load affect power system damping?
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How does load dynamics affect damping?
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Effect of excitation through phasors

Imagine that a sinusoidal perturbation
injected in the turbine
𝑑𝑤
2𝐻
= Δ𝑇𝑚 = Δ𝑃𝑚 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑢.
𝑑𝑡

Phasor diagram with K5 positive

Phasor diagram with K5 negative
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K2∆Ψfd produces positive damping torque

K2∆Ψfd produces negative damping torque
The generator now needs a PSS to compensate this

Load electrical power is also dependent on ΔEt and can affect damping
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Response of dynamic load models
3-phase motor

Phase lead

EPRI VFD model

1-phase motor: Motorc or INDMOT1p

Phase lead

❖ Electrical power variations due to voltage always leads voltage
❖ Electrical power variations due to frequency may lag or lead but is within a ±90degree range

Phase lead

❖ Also 1-2 pu voltage perturbation is normal but frequency perturbation of 0.83 pu
can trigger UFLS

❖ Perturbations in power due to voltage are often more consequential
than perturbations due to frequency for oscillation assessment
7
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Adding load response to the phasor diagram

Dynamic

Static
Static
Dynamic

▪ If K5 is positive, load dynamics aids damping

▪ If K5 is negative, load dynamics negates damping

1. For dynamic load model Pload always leads Vload and will affect
damping.
2. With static loads, Pload at best provides positive damping if frequency
dependency is modeled and at worst has minimal effect on damping
8
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A case study
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Understanding through an example

➢ Area 1 supplies local load and exports power to area 2
➢ Loads are 63% 3-phase motor loads, 27% single phase air-conditioning and 10% static
constant power load

➢ Investigate the effect of a milder disturbance like an SLG fault on one of the tie lines (5-6)
followed by the removal of the line after 10 cycles
10
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Key questions
Base case has 3-phase motors modeled using Motorw/CIM5 and 1-phase
motors modeled using Motor D/LD1PAC
➢How are the inter-area oscillations impacted when the 1 phase AC load is
modeled using the phasor model (motorc/INDMOT1p) instead of the Motor
D/LD1PAC component?
➢In the future if these 1 phase motors become VFD connected, how are the
system oscillations impacted if these VFDs are modeled using the static
electronic load vs the EPRI VFD model?
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Base case system oscillations
Area 2

Area 1

Interarea oscillation frequency 0.87 Hz

Note how the phase relations between voltage, power, and speed is different in the two
different areas
12
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Base case system oscillations
Firm : Area 1
Dotted: Area2
➢ Phasors show only angles and not
magnitude.

➢ Phasor angle is important for this
discussion

✓ Voltage phasors in area 1 and area 2 are close to each other. This is expected
✓ Pg and spd are in opposition as the mode is an interarea mode.
13
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What if we started modeling our 1-phase HVAC loads
using the phasor (motorc) model?
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Practical scenarios
“Area 1 and Area 2 are owned by different entities, and they have different
schedules for adopting new models”
➢Base case: Both areas are using the LD1PAC model
➢Scenario 1: Area 1 adopts the motorc model and Area 2 still uses LD1PAC
➢Scenario 2: Area 2 adopts the motorc model and Area 1 still uses LD1PAC
➢Scenario 3: Both area adopt the motorc model

15
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Replacing LD1PAC with motorc
Key Takeaways:

16

Case

Frequency

Damping ratio

LD1PAC (Area 1
and Area 2)

0.88 Hz

15.6%

motorc (Area 1
only)

0.87 Hz

13.6%

motorc (Area 2
only)

0.88 Hz

18.4%

motorc (Area 1
and Area 2)

0.88 Hz

17.1%

❖ A dynamic load model (motorc) in an exporting
area (Area 1) reduces the damping, whereas in the
importing area (area 2) it improves the damping of
the system.
❖ Adopting the dynamic phasor based motorc model
uniformly can illustrate low damping issues that
may be masked by the performance based LD1PAC
model.

❖ An asymmetrical adoption of the motorc model by
utilities can potentially provide misleading
assessment of the effect of loads on system
damping.
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How will all this change if the HVAC load is all
electronic drive connected in the future?
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Step response of a VFD compared to a 3-phase or 1-phase motor

✓ Response of a VFD is fast

✓ For a 10% voltage dip, the consumption drops
because of the reverse biasing of the input diodes
✓ Recovery is significantly fast.
✓ Since the dynamics is fast, we have traditionally
resorted to modeling electronic drives by a constant
power (ldelec) load
✓ However, modeling the response shown in this figure
is important for oscillation assessment
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Practical scenarios
➢Base case: Both areas are using the LD1PAC model for the 1-phase HVAC
load
➢Scenario 1: Both areas use the electronic load component (ldelec) model to
represent the 1-phase HVAC load
➢Scenario 2: Area 1 uses the EPRI VFD model, while Area 2 uses ldelec model
➢Scenario 3: Area 2 uses the EPRI VFD model, while Area 1 uses ldelec model
➢Scenario 4: Both areas use the EPRI VFD model.

19
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Effect of modeling assumptions on VFDs
Description

Base
1
2

3

4

20

LD1PAC both
areas
ldelec in both
areas
EPRI VFD in
Area 1 and
ldelec in Area 2
EPRI VFD in
Area 2 and
ldelec in Area 1
EPRI VFD in
both areas
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Frequency

Damping

0.87 Hz

16.5%

0.88 Hz

12.5%

0.89 Hz

6.4%

0.88 Hz

29.2%

0.88

21.5%

Key Takeaways
❖ A dynamic load model (EPRI VFD) in an exporting
area (Area 1) reduces the damping, whereas in the
importing area (area 2) it improves the damping of
the system.
❖ An increase in the VFD driven loads can alter the
interarea modes of oscillations and the true effect
can be captured by a uniform adoption of a
dynamic model like the EPRI VFD model rather
than a static constant power model.
❖ An asymmetrical adoption of any dynamic model of
VFDs by utilities can potentially provide misleading
assessment of system damping
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The impact of VFD control flexibility on system damping

❖ Small values of T1 and T2 represents fast acting
drives possibly smaller HP drives
❖ Large values of T1 and T2 represents slow acting
drives possibly medium to large HP drives
❖ Small values of K1 and K2 represents drives with
smaller overshoots
❖ Large values of K1 and K2 represents drives with
larger overshoots
21
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The impact of VFD control flexibility on system damping
Sensitivity

Description

Frequency

Damping

Base

EPRI VFD in both areas
(K1/2 = 0.25, T1/2 = 0.02)

0.87 Hz

21.55%

1

EPRI VFD in both areas
(K1/2 = 0.25, T1/2 = 2)

0.88 Hz

18.6%

2

EPRI VFD in both areas
(K1/2 = 2.5, T1/2 = 0.02)

0.89 Hz

12.05%

✓ The flexibility to customer brings the curse of parameterization for planners
✓ Parameterizing can have significant effect for certain systems
22
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Food for thought
❖To capture the effect of loads on power system damping one needs
differential equation based load models
❖ Motorc as well as EPRI VFD model provides this option
❖ If oscillations are an issue, these models will provide a better assessment

❖Models need to be adopted uniformly otherwise conclusions can be
misleading
❖ Exporting areas see a negative impact whereas importing areas see a positive impact.

❖Model parameterization especially for VFDs will be important for small
signal assessment.
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Together…Shaping the Future of Electricity
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